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B-Folders is a reliable and efficient application tailored in order to help you securely store and synchronize your sensitive information on multiple computers. Neatly organized user interface In order to help you easily organize your folders, files or contacts, the application itself is disposed in an
ergonomic fashion, allowing you to get an insightful overview of the folder structure. B-Folders is constituted of a single window with three sections: one for the folder structure, one for the content of each folder, and the last one is for displaying the personal information contained in each file.
Easily search and find the files you wish to access Not only the application displays the path of the current file, but it also allows you to search directly by entering the keyword you wish to find. Also, you can choose which category you wish to search in by selecting an item from the dropdown
menu next to the search function. This way, you can easily find exactly the file you need, being it a note, a journal entry, a bookmark or a contact. Various types of files and information can be stored In order to create an organized personal database with B-Folders, you have the capability to add
various types of information, such as notes, tasks, journal entries, bookmarks, login information, credit card details and so on. Also, when accessing a bookmark or a file containing your login information for a specific website, the synergy of the application and your web browser will allow you to
easily login directly without you having to input your data in the browser. This feature provides you with a high level of security against online threats, such as password theft or malevolent hacker attacks. Useful file organizer and password protector Considering the unique security features B-
Folders brings to storing your personal information, and also the capability to synchronize these files and information on multiple devices, the application proves itself to be a reliable file manager for those who need to keep their documents safe. B-Folders Description: B-Folders is a reliable and
efficient application tailored in order to help you securely store and synchronize your sensitive information on multiple computers. Neatly organized user interface In order to help you easily organize your folders, files or contacts, the application itself is disposed in an ergonomic fashion, allowing
you to get an insightful overview of the folder structure. B-Folders is constituted of a single window with three sections
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This is a B-Folders application for Windows. Most of the time, when we think about folder security, we think about the.exe files which are stored in those folders. However, the folders can also contain very sensitive information, and this is why you need to take a care of the information which is in
those folders. Unfortunately, it can happen, that you lose your data, and to make it worse, in many cases, you are not the only one to care about those folders containing your sensitive information. That is why you need to make sure that these folders are secure and have the latest security
features enabled, but unfortunately, not all of the folders can have this feature. Nowadays, nearly everything we do is being fed to and analyzed by the big data, which is what is known as the “Internet of Things”. The news of the biggest companies offering their services for free have not been
recently met by us and the issue of security and privacy is affecting us in a negative way. It is being gradually becoming a common issue for everyone to have their data analyzed by third-party companies, but are we really capable of expressing ourselves online or are we being controlled by third-
party companies, which we are not even aware of. The “Internet of Things” is the new shape of a Big Brother. The future of the Internet might be closer to the “Internet of Things” than we thought, and we need to find an easy way to avoid our data being stolen. There are so many ways in which
our data can be stolen through the Internet, and that is why we need to take a look at each of these ways and come up with a solution to stop them. It is often said that Big Data can be collected with the help of the Internet of Things and it is how people are acting online, not only through their
smartphone. Today, the trend is being changed, and people are buying things online, subscribing to services and paying online for different tasks. The data collected is being stored online. Today, nearly everything we are doing is being analyzed by the Internet of Things, which is a data-driven
technology. If you want to remain anonymous, I recommend you to stop using public Wi-Fi, and instead use our own Wi-Fi that you would set up in your own home. The connection of a public Wi-Fi is an open and free connection, but that is not the case with your own Wi-Fi. A wired or wireless
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With B-Folders, you can create personalized folders and organize them into a hierarchical tree or a flat folder and synchronize them on multiple devices, regardless of what device you are using. It allows you to conveniently browse and search through the stored files and folders, and it manages
your contacts by allowing you to create favorites and bookmark certain contacts without having to log in to the websites they are linked to. Features: Create and sync any number of folders for different types of content Create and organize your files using the unique hierarchical tree to create a
folder structure for a more secure and convenient way to find your files and folders Search through the content of the selected folders by adding keywords Synchronize any number of folders and/or files on multiple devices. Browse and access your files using the convenient file manager window
Browse and access your files using your web browser Create, edit and delete any number of file system folders. Manage your contacts and access them using the list view to create favorites, edit or delete your favorites Browse and access your bookmarks without having to log in to the website
they are linked to Backup your files using B-Folders on multiple devices Full speed and easily share your YouTube videos with your friends. Freestream is a fast, easy and privacy-aware tool, developed specifically to let people access your YouTube videos. Instead of using your regular YouTube
accounts, Freestream allows you to access the videos from your uploaded content in your own protected account. Freestream is fully integrated with the YouTube interface so you can still control your YouTube account from within the application. If you are signed in to your YouTube account, you
will see a link to it on the homescreen. You can revoke this permission by going to your settings on your Android smartphone, and then on account > Security > User's permission to access YouTube accounts from Freestream. You can also unlink your account from Freestream from the same
settings. What is Freestream? Freestream is a app developed by one of our amazing enthusiasts. It can help you access your personal and private account to save videos and share them with your friends. You can already choose to share your content with your friends and they will even be able to
comment, like, dislike or share your videos. Freestream is different to other youtube apps because you don't have to find your videos in your device or have to copy them to another app. The videos
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System Requirements For B-Folders:

PC Intel i5 760 CPU, 6GB RAM, 64-bit Windows 10 (only Windows 10 Pro) Mac Apple i5 CPU, 8GB RAM, OSX 10.10 (Yosemite) iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch (iOS 9 or higher) There are some special requirements for games. Please check the following points. The performance of iOS devices is limited
by their hardware. Game quality varies depending on hardware quality, device characteristics, environment and the use of accessories. The
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